
DEVELOPING A SPEECH THESIS

The thesis statement is a vital part of your speech. In this lesson, learn how to create a thesis statement and identify
problems in existing.

This sample outlines an informative speech about the history of Halloween ; however, it also discusses the
concept of conformity, making it a good example of this type of informative speech. We also provide 11 free
outline samples to guide you in writing a compelling argument. Thomas More Parish School provides a
research paper tool kit in the instructional technology section of their website. The template also offers a
checklist for citations and writing a thesis statement. Examples: The broad topic is 'Vocal Variety'. Or what
would be of real benefit for them to hear about? The general purpose and specific purpose are listed above the
introduction. In the conclusion, there are blanks to restate the thesis, restate arguments, and tie everything
together. Within the introduction section, there is the attention step, which includes an attention getter,
credibility statement, and preview. This organizer contains easy, fill-in-the-blank boxes to enter your
introduction, body paragraphs with key points and supports, and conclusion. Third: tell them what you told
them. Roman numerals are used in the main headings, with alternating letters and numbers for subheadings.
Supporting details may include examples, specific data, or facts which sustain the truth of the point. To help
you accomplish these goals and more, your essay outline should include: Introduction: While the opening of
your essay should be short, this first paragraph or two also has a structure to follow. Are you supposed to
create a complete-sentence outline, or are bullet points with short topic statements acceptable? Research Paper
Outline When writing a research paper, an outline is essential for helping you stay on track. The basics of
writing persuasive outline When writing a persuasive outline, the first thing to think about is your topic.
Research Paper Tool Kit St. Conclusion: Re-word your thesis, summarize the arguments you made, and
explain why you came to your conclusion. Below that, there is a blank outline format followed by the gun
control outline sample. Refine your topic Using what you found out about your audience decide on an aspect
of your topic that will be of benefit to them and the angle you will take. This format uses Roman numerals for
the main heading, and subheadings alternate between letters and numbers. The introduction contains an
attention getter, common ground, credibility, and preview statement. These three are essential for your
planning and helps you stay focused on the topic in order to be informative for your audience. It uses full
sentences and then shows how to use a central idea as a thesis statement. The problem is unemployment. Use
this outline to help you shape your argumentative thesis on animal testing, the effects of a violent video game,
drug-testing a college athlete, or any other controversial topic. The body and conclusion follow a basic format
with main points, subpoints, summary of argument, call to action, etc. Refute the Opposing Argument: Every
argument has an opposing side. Pose a question to readers to get them thinking about your argument. Within
the body, there is the need step, satisfaction step, and visualization step. Examples: Because the driver was
speeding, the car crashed. Persuasive Speech Outline on Global Warming Valencia College provides this
action-oriented persuasive speech outline example on the topic of global warming. Generic outline example.
The instructions above the sample outline apply to a specific assignment given by a BSU professor. Is there a
particular action you want people to take as a result of listening to you? The introduction includes an attention
getter, restatement of thesis, preview of main points, and a transition statement. The second is a condensed
outline for a speech on the question of value. There are also good instructions provided to point you in the
right direction. This is a simple topic outline containing a title and seven main headings using Roman
numerals, with subheadings alternating between letters and numbers. Check out our Professional Writing
lessons for even more information on speech writing! Second: tell them. Within each section, there is room to
include essential elements such as attention grabbers, main ideas, subpoints, and summary. Argumentative
Paper Structure The University of Washington provides a template for an argument paper as well as a
fill-in-the-blank worksheet to help you brainstorm ideas. Use this template to flesh out your thesis claim on
gun control, capital punishment, solitary confinement, or any other argumentative essay topic.


